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ABSTRACT

2

Participatory Budgeting processes are usually designed to span several years, with referenda for new budget allocations taking place
regularly. This paper presents the first formalization of long-term
PB. We introduce a theory of fairness for this setting, investigate
under which conditions our fairness criteria can be satisfied, and
analyze the computational complexity of verifying them.

In essence, our framework consists of a sequence of budgeting problems over several rounds. Let P be the set of all projects occurring
throughout the process. Their cost is given by the cost function
c : P → N. To simplify the notation, we will write c(P) instead
Í
of p ∈P c(p) for any P ⊆ P. Moreover, let N be the set of agents
taking part in the process; we assume this set to remain the same
in all rounds. Every agent belongs to a type that can represent the
district she lives in or any other characteristics.1 Let T be the set
of types, the type function T : N → T indicates for every agent
i ∈ N her type T (i). For simplicity, we will sometimes consider a
type t ∈ T as the set of agents having this type {i ∈ N | T (i) = t }.
In that respect, |t | denotes the number of agents having type t ∈ T .
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PERPETUAL PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING

Definition 1 (Budgeting problem). A budgeting problem for
round j is defined by the tuple I j = Pj , b j , A j where:
• Pj ⊆ P is the set of available projects,
• b j ∈ N >0 is the available budget,
• A j : N → 2 Pj is the approval function giving for every i ∈ N
the set of projects A j (i) ⊆ Pj she approves of.

INTRODUCTION

Participatory Budgeting (PB) is a democratic tool in which citizens
are asked their opinion on how to use a public budget [6, 23]. This
process, which was invented in Brazil, is now used in many cities all
around the world [8]. PB is usually planned to run for several years.
For instance, a participatory budgeting process in Paris spanned 6
years [7], and New York runs an ongoing program since 2011 [20].
The general idea of PB is to establish it as a regular, ongoing process
for sustained citizen participation.
Even though PB has received substantial attention in recent years
through the lens of (computational) social choice [2–4, 9, 10, 14–
16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24–26], its formalizations generally consider PB as
a one-shot process. This assumption significantly limits the scope
of an analysis. In particular, it disregards the possibility of achieving
fair outcomes over time, although a fair solution may be impossible
to obtain in individual PB instances. We intend to close this gap by
introducing perpetual participatory budgeting, a formal model which
captures key characteristics of long-term PB. This model is inspired
by related work on voting [17] and utility aggregation [11, 12].
The long-term viewpoint of perpetual PB leads to conceptual
challenges but brings notable advantages. In this paper, we focus
on notions of fairness in this setting and analyze to which extent
stronger fairness guarantees can be achieved in long-term processes.
In particular, we are concerned with fairness towards types of voters,
where a type is a pre-defined subset of voters, for example all voters
in a certain district or socio-demographic groups.

We make the assumption that every project is approved by at least
one agent and that every agent approves of at least one project.
The outcome of a budgeting problem I j = Pj , b j , A j is a budget
allocation π j ⊆ Pj which is feasible if c(π j ) ≤ b j . It is exhaustive if
it is feasible and there is no p ∈ Pj \ π such that c(π ∪ {p}) ≤ b j .
A perpetual participatory budgeting instance of length k ∈ N >0 ∪
{∞} (or k-PPB instance) is a sequence of k budgeting problems
I = (I 1 , . . . , Ik ). A feasible solution is then a vector π = (π1 , . . . , πk )
where for every round j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, π j ⊆ Pj is feasible for I j .

3

A FAIRNESS THEORY

Solutions can benefit some types while disadvantaging others. To
be able to reason about the quality of solutions, we will introduce
several fairness criteria. In order to discuss whether a solution is
fair or unfair, we first need a way to measure the welfare of types.
A welfare measure F is a function taking as inputs a k-PPB
instance I , a solution π , a type t ∈ T and a round j ∈ {1, . . . , k },
and returning the “welfare score” F (I , π, t, j) ∈ R of the solution π
for type t at rounds 1 to j given the instance I .
We consider three fairness criteria that tell us whether a distribution of welfare is fair. Our first criteria might be the simplest: the
goal is to equalize the welfare measures between all types.
Definition 2 (Eqal-F ). For a welfare measure F , a solution π for
the k-PPB instance I satisfies equal-F if for every two types t, t ′ ∈ T
and every round j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have F (I , π, t, j) = F (I , π, t ′, j).
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1 It

is also possible that each voter has her own type. Therefore, fairness towards
individual voters can be considered a special case of fairness towards types.
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Table 1: Summary of the results. The columns specifying a number of agents/types are for existence guarantees: a ✓ indicates that for all
instances with the specified number of agents/types, there exists a solution satisfying the fairness criteria; and the ✗ the opposite. The tags
“ex. ballots” and “knap. ballots” indicates that the result only holds with exhaustive or knapsack (i.e. feasible) ballots. The column “Complex.”
lists the computation complexity of checking whether there exists a solution satisfying equal-F and respectively whether a solution is
Gini-optimal. This analysis is not relevant for convergence to Equal-F as we deal with infinite sequences
Relative Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Equal-F
Convergence to
Equal-F
F -Gini optimality

Share

2 agents

3 agents

> 3 agents

Complex.

2 types

> 2 types

Complex.

2 agents

> 2 agents

Complex.

✗

✗

✗

NP-c

✗

✗

NP-c

✗

✗

?

✓

✓ (ex. ballots)

✗

✓ (knap. ballots)

?

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

?

?

co-NP-c

Equalizing the welfare scores is, however, often too strong of a
requirement. A weaker criteria is to try to converge toward equality
in the long run.

problem is Pj , b j , A j , as:

Definition 3 (Convergence to Eqal-F ). For a welfare measure F , a solution π for the ∞-PPB instance I converges to equal-F
if for every two types t, t ′ ∈ T :
F (I , π, t, k)
−→ 1.
F (I , π, t ′, k) k→+∞

Similarly the relative satisfaction of type t ∈ T is
c(π j ∩ A j (i))
1 Õ Õ
rsat j (I , π, t) =
.
|t | i ∈t
max{c(A)
|
A ⊆ A j (i) ∧ c(A) ≤ b j })
′

sat j (I , π, t) =

1 Õ Õ
c(π j ∩ A j (i)).
|t | i ∈t
′
1≤j ≤j

1≤j ≤j

Trying to achieve the same level of satisfaction for all types might
require spending more resources for one type than for another (in
particular if the ballots are less uniform for one type). In that sense
these welfare measure lead to an egalitarian approach. An important
alternative is distributive welfare: trying to spend the same amount
of resources on each type. This is formalized by the share of a type.

Another approach could be to try to optimize for fairness. A
well studied way of doing that is to search for the solution with
the lowest Gini coefficient [13]. In the following, we will use a
formulation of the Gini coefficient from [5].
#» = (v , . . . , v ) ∈ Rk be a vector
Definition 4 (F -Gini). Let v
1

k

ordered in non-increasing order, i.e., such that vi ≥ v j for all 1 ≤ i ≤
#» is given by
j ≤ k. The Gini coefficient of v
Ík
#») = 1 − i=1 (2i − 1)vi .
gini( v
Í
k ki=1 vi

Definition 6 (Share). Let I = (I 1 , . . . , Ik ) be a k-PPB instance
with a solution π = (π1 , . . . , πk ). For round j ∈ {1, . . . , k } with
budgeting problem Pj , b j , A j , the share of a type t ∈ T is
Õ
c(p)
1 Õ Õ
share j (I , π, t) =
.
|t | i ∈t
|{i ′ ∈ N | p ∈ A j ′ (i ′ )}|
′
1≤j ≤j p ∈π j ′ ∩A j ′ (i)

For a welfare measure F , the F -Gini coefficient of a solution π for the
k-PPB instance I at round j ∈ {1, . . . , k } is then
#»
gini F (I , π, j) = gini( F (I , π, j)),
#»
where F (I , π, j) is a vector containing every F (I , π, t, j) for all types
t ∈ T , ordered in non-increasing order.
A solution π is thus F -Gini-optimal at round j with respect to
a set S of solutions for I , if no solution π ′ ∈ S \ {π } is such that
gini F (I , π ′, j) < gini F (I , π, j).

The share also leads to more proportional criteria (e.g. [1]) as
equalizing the share between types means requiring the total share
of a type to be proportional to its size.
All three welfare measures have been studied both in terms of
existence (can we always find a solution satisfying a given fairness
criteria) and in terms of computational complexity (how hard is it
that compute a solution satisfying a fairness criteria). All the results
are summarized in Table 1.

In the rest of this paper, we introduce three welfare measures:
two of which are more egalitarian in nature while the other deals
with distributive fairness.

4

5

CONCLUSION

We introduced the first framework to study long-term participatory
budgeting. Taking the viewpoint of perpetual PB allowed us to
achieve forms of fairness that cannot be obtained in single-round
PB. Several research directions can be pursued within this framework. It would be interesting to look for natural PB procedures
to compute solutions satisfying (or approximating) our fairness
criteria. Another interesting question when studying fairness with
respect to types is the price of fairness as studied in [15].

WELFARE MEASURES

The first welfare measures we investigate are based on the satisfaction of an agent. The true satisfaction of an agent is usually
unknown. We approximate it as in [26].
Definition 5 (Satisfaction and Relative satisfaction). For
a k-PPB instance I and a solution π = (π1 , . . . , πk ), we define the
satisfaction of a type t ∈ T for round j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, whose budgeting
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